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Abstract

Climate change is increasingly understood as a social justice issue by academics, policymakers, and the public, however, the nature of these perceptions, and their implications for cooperation and decision making, have only recently begun to receive empirical attention. We review emerging empirical work that suggests that morality and justice perceptions can serve as both a bridge and a barrier to cooperation around climate change, and highlight two critical areas for future development, identifying psychological processes that promote and impede climate vulnerability and enhance equity in the design and implementation of climate solutions. We argue that conceptualizing climate justice as a multidimensional process addressing both social and structural barriers can stimulate new psychological research and help align disparate approaches within the social sciences.
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In 2019, one of the strongest Atlantic hurricanes ever recorded struck the Bahamas, devastating communities throughout the island nation, and particularly poor neighborhoods populated by Haitian migrants, many of whom had fled the devastation of a 2010 earthquake in their home country. Hurricane Dorian struck two weeks before the largest grassroots protests in history – a youth-led movement fueled by demands for climate action, justice, and accountability to protect and preserve the planet for future generations. The climate protests of 2019 occurred in the wake of the Yellow Vest demonstrations in France, an unprecedented response to a fuel consumption tax to curb greenhouse gas emissions that sparked a national movement for economic justice.

These events highlight a few of the many ethical challenges climate change poses that are increasingly the focus of policymaking and public engagement [1]. Indeed, as of 2020, half of Americans now perceive climate change as a moral issue (vs. 38% in 2019), and over two-thirds of Americans indicate that climate change will harm the world’s poor (67%), future generations (73%), and other species (73%) [2]. Similar trends have been documented in other countries, with majorities in France, the United Kingdom, Norway, and Germany viewing climate change as a moral issue, which is generally a stronger predictor of climate mitigation and adaptation policy support in these nations than perceptions that climate change will have negative effects on their home country [3].

Social scientists, humanists, and philosophers have identified a variety of ethical dimensions of climate change, as well as several unique features of the problem that may hinder our ability to respond ethically and cooperatively. Gardiner [4], for instance, characterizes the ethical dilemma of climate change as one shaped by the dispersion of causes and effects,
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fragmentation and diffusion of responsibility, and the inadequacy of existing institutions and lack of an effective system of global governance. These elements together, create a “perfect moral storm” that fuels uncertainty and impedes collective action. In this review, we take stock of a growing body of research that explores people’s moral intuitions about climate change and the role of fairness judgments in climate-related decision making and consider the implications of this work for advancing the psychological study of climate justice.

1. How and When is Climate Change Perceived as a Moral Issue?

A variety of factors can reduce recognition of the ethical and moral dimensions of climate change. Jamieson [5] describes a prototypical moral problem as one in which an identifiable perpetrator willfully harms an identifiable victim in close temporal and physical proximity. Because climate change does not fit within this typical mold, it may fail to evoke moral concerns that often prompt action [6,7]. Belief in natural (vs. human) causes, uncertainty about its causes and effects, low felt temporal or spatial proximity, and feelings of low efficacy or responsibility can similarly blunt moral intuitions about climate change and collective responses to it [8,9].

One route by which climate change may become moralized is through ‘moral piggybacking’ – the process of linking an issue to existing moral principles [10]. For instance, in a series of experiments, climate skeptics indicated stronger pro-environmental intentions when they thought addressing climate action would create a society where people are more compassionate [11]. Ideological convictions can also impact the moralization of climate beliefs. Feinberg and Willer [12] found that, compared to conservatives, liberals were more likely to view environmental issues in terms of moral principles of harm/care, which environmental organizations overwhelmingly use in persuasive messaging [8]. Policies that emphasize reducing inequality and protecting vulnerable populations may also be viewed as socially or politically
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liberal, and thus may appeal more to those on the political left [13–15]. In contrast, “binding”
moral appeals (to authority, purity, and loyalty) have been shown to bolster pro-climate beliefs
and activism among conservatives, especially when such appeals stem from an ingroup source
[16–18].

2. Climate as a Context for Justice

Philosophical perspectives suggest that many moral disagreements about what is fair
revolve around three sometimes conflicting motives – maximizing welfare and prosperity,
respecting autonomy, and affirming such shared virtues as collective sacrifice for a common
good, sanctioning greed, or protecting the vulnerable. Each of these motives may be evoked by
climate change and efforts to address it [19]. Due to reduced agricultural and economic
productivity at warmer latitudes, climate change has decreased the wealth of the world’s poorest
and lowest-emitting nations by 25% since 1961 [20]. Its effects fall disproportionately on those
who are least responsible for causing it. Within nations, women, racial and ethnic minorities,
clower-income people, indigenous groups, and other vulnerable communities face a “double
jeopardy” of both elevated exposure to climate hazards as well as lower capacity to adapt to that
exposure [21,22].

Climate change can also interact with existing social and economic forces to fuel
inequality. Analyzing over two decades of survey and demographic data, Carrico and colleagues
[23] found that heat waves and drought lead families in Bangladesh to hasten the marriage of
daughters and accept less desirable marriage proposals. Moreover, those who married during
periods of drought married men with less education and who were more supportive of intimate
partner violence. At the same time, climate adaptation and mitigation efforts can be viewed by
some as threatening individual autonomy and prosperity. Consistent with this notion,
individualism and free-market beliefs have been found to be robust predictors of climate skepticism and policy opposition, and particularly of government regulations [24].

The diffuse spatial and temporal features of climate change also pose unique challenges for equitable decision-making. Disproportionate harms to future generations and other species evoke questions of intergenerational and ecological justice [14,25]. Inequities can also emerge in access to the benefits afforded by climate adaptation and mitigation. For instance, within the US, federal assistance to escape flooding and other climate-related disasters is more readily available to wealthy communities [26]. Similarly, policies designed to curb energy use, such as charging higher rates during peak demand, put disproportionate financial pressure on the elderly and disabled, who experience worse health outcomes as a consequence [27]. Thus, inequities can stem from the burdens of climate change, as well as from efforts to address it.

2.1 Antecedents of Climate Justice Perceptions

When determining whether a policy is fair, people often evaluate the outcome distribution [3]. Generally, people show aversion to inequitable distributions even when they are personally advantageous, and similar inequity aversion has been documented in climate policy preferences [28]. Moreover, in experiments examining Americans’ support for climate mitigation policies, policy bundles that include measures designed to reduce inequality, such as increasing access to affordable housing or raising the minimum wage, draw greater bipartisan support than those that lack such reforms [29]. Nevertheless, intergroup biases can also shape perceptions of what outcome distribution is fair. For instance, in survey experiments, US and Chinese residents judged climate mitigation proposals that benefited their own country economically as more fair; however, merely labeling the parties “Country A” and “Country B” eliminated this bias [30].
Concerns about procedural fairness can also impact public support for climate action. Process fairness (e.g., respect and inclusion in decision making) signals that a group’s perspective is valued. A review of studies in 15 nations found that both distributive and procedural fairness judgments predicted public support for carbon pricing measures, such as a carbon tax [31]. Moreover, people were more willing to accept these policies when they felt that they had adequate information about how revenues would be used and trusted those in charge of implementing them.

2.2 Consequences of Justice Perceptions for Cooperation and Decision Making

Behaviors that are deemed to have moral relevance are prescriptive, and moral emotions can serve to reinforce appropriate behaviors. Anger and gratitude result from the (im)moral behavior of others, while shame and guilt or pride are targeted toward one’s own behaviors. In one study, a predisposition toward the moral emotion of gratitude was associated with a feeling of responsibility for future generations, which predicted pro-environmental policy support [32]. People also associate “green” behavior with positive emotions, suggesting self-approval for making a moral choice [33]. Pro-environmental behavior may sometimes result from virtue signaling, with people striving to indicate their moral worth to others through behaviors that express their pro-environmental values [34].

Morality and fairness judgments may also motivate collective action to address climate change. The social identity model of collective action [35] posits that moral beliefs (values, rights, and convictions) and identification with groups engaged with a social cause spur collective action through two primary routes: collective anger stemming from perceived injustice and efficacy beliefs. Longitudinal studies suggest that perceived injustice may play a stronger role than efficacy beliefs in galvanizing collective action among both advantaged and
disadvantaged groups [36]. Similarly, ratings of the fairness of climate policies have been found to be a stronger determinant of policy support than their perceived effectiveness [37]. Moral emotions such as collective guilt, an emotion that denotes felt responsibility, may also motivate collective action to address climate change. Rees and Bamberg [38], for instance, found that collective guilt and perceptions of collective efficacy enhanced motivations to join a neighborhood climate initiative.

Nevertheless, barriers to cooperation and resistance to climate policies may also emerge from how advantaged and disadvantaged groups perceive and respond to climate-related inequities. Advantaged groups are typically less supportive of environmental regulations, which may be viewed as threatening advantageous systems [14,39]. Existing levels of inequality and motivations to maintain social hierarchies can also interact to bolster resistance to climate policies. In a 25-nation study, those showing a stronger preference for group hierarchies and inequality were less likely to engage in pro-environmental civic actions and to donate to an environmental charity, and this relationship was stronger in nations with greater economic inequality [40]. Similar effects have been documented among climate negotiators: Although they report valuing equity generally, those in wealthier and higher per-capita emissions nations typically favor equity less in negotiations [41].

Cooperative barriers can also emerge from perceptions of disadvantage. Conspicuous inequality – a hallmark of rising global consumption patterns – can reduce cooperation by triggering social comparisons. In networked public goods games in which subjects gain or lose wealth, greater wealth visibility leads to lower levels of cooperation, greater inequality, and lower overall wealth accrual [42]. Inequality can also reduce communication needed for cooperation, thereby undermining trust and making collective action more difficult [43]. Threats
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to health and safety evoked by climate change may further stifle collective action by inducing a scarcity mindset. Optimism about the future is one of the strongest predictors of adherence to prosocial norms in cross-national surveys, and awareness of the personal threat that climate change poses may weaken cooperation [44]. In one study, reading about climate-related threats to personal health or food security increased Americans’ support for government action to mitigate climate change but decreased their personal willingness to invest time and resources on climate advocacy, compared to a control group [45].

Tendencies to discount future versus present harms (*temporal discounting*) and harms to those more socially distant (*social discounting*) can also reduce equity in resource allocation decisions [46]. Using a climate change public goods game, Hurlstone et al. [47] found that cooperation declined substantially when benefits accrued for future (vs. present) generations. However, activating people’s drive to leave a positive legacy (e.g., by reminding participants about the prosocial acts of past generations) reduced intergenerational discounting and enhanced cooperation.

3. New Developments in the Psychological Study of Climate Justice

Social science perspectives within sociology, anthropology, and demography, increasingly conceptualize climate justice as a dynamic, multidimensional process that addresses social relations, such as power and status hierarchies, as well as structural conditions that fuel inequality between groups [48]. Complementing this approach is a growing focus among scholars and policymakers on justice at a more local level, addressing social drivers of vulnerability within nations (e.g., “just adaptation” [22,48,49]), as well as inequality in the opportunities afforded by climate adaptation and mitigation (e.g., “just transition” perspectives [50]). Psychological research in these areas can inform efforts to promote public understanding...
of climate inequities and their causes and remedies, as well as help to align often disparate approaches within the social and behavioral sciences [51].

For instance, cross-national surveys show that people in both wealthier and poorer nations perceive a fundamental tradeoff between addressing environmental issues and reducing poverty and inequality [52]. However, perceptions of this tradeoff also vary across advantaged and disadvantaged groups within nations. Within the US, for example, racial and ethnic minority and lower-income Americans show greater awareness of social factors that exacerbate environmental harm, such as poverty and racism, than Whites and more affluent Americans [53]. These differing understandings of the social drivers of vulnerability may help to explain, in part, why climate policies that seek to reduce inequities may not resonate equally across groups [1,15,37]. At the same time, recognition of climate risks may not always promote climate resilient behavior, even among highly vulnerable populations. For instance, although smallholder farmers in Kenya show strong awareness of the threat that climate change poses to their livelihood, climate concern is a relatively weak predictor of their adoption of climate adaptation strategies. In contrast, concerns about food and financial security have been shown to be stronger predictors of climate resilient behavior [54]. Understanding what factors motivate people to adopt practices that will prepare them for climate change thus remains a critical avenue for future research.

Social psychological and structural barriers may also impede the access of disadvantaged groups to policymaking and oversight. Although people of color are disproportionately affected by climate change, and have a disproportionate stake in climate solutions, they have traditionally been excluded from decision making that might reduce these inequities [55–57]. One set of processes that may contribute these disparities are stereotypes about which groups are concerned
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about the environment. Despite indicating high levels of concern about climate change in national surveys, minority and low-income Americans are misperceived as less concerned than Whites and more affluent Americans by a large segment of the US public [58]. Such misperceptions may lessen support for diversity and outreach initiatives to the extent policymakers and practitioners hold these views. Segregation and systemic racism can also fuel biases in decision making that further exacerbate inequities in environmental harm [59]. For instance, in survey experiments, White Americans judged identical Black (vs. White) neighborhoods as more “blighted” and industrial, and consequently, indicated less opposition to siting a new industrial facility near a Black relative to a White neighborhood in mock urban planning scenarios [60]. Whether similar processes might undermine equity in climate adaptation planning remains a critical question for future research.

People may also avoid taking corrective actions to reduce climate vulnerability, in part, due to an aversion to considering how environmental harms are distributed. In experiments, people were more willing to make monetary contributions to ensure equality when allocating environmental benefits (e.g., deciding where to site pollution-reducing technologies) versus harms (e.g., deciding where to site a new polluting facility) [61]. Although preliminary, these findings suggest that people may be more receptive to initiatives that emphasize equity in benefits (e.g., access to clean energy) than those that seek to reduce inequities in harms.

Compared to research on the assessment and communication of climate risks, insights about how to improve climate risk management decisions remain scant [62]. Structured decision making may help groups identify and balance key trade-offs between often conflicting economic, social, and environmental objectives. These approaches may help to organize the decision-making process so that informed dialogue can occur between policymakers and stakeholders,
including vulnerable and frontline communities, which may lead to more effective, inclusive, and equitable policies.

4. Conclusion

Understanding how different segments of the public perceive climate-related inequities and their causes is paramount, as such perceptions can impact public support for regional and national climate policies, as well as guide the priorities of policymakers [28,29,31]. Psychological research that illuminates when and why people fail to see climate inequities or may resist efforts to address them can inform efforts to promote public understanding of climate injustice, as well as help advance more integrative cross-disciplinary approaches to climate justice within the sciences.
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Survey and demographic data from 615 Bangladeshi households from 1989 to 2013 reveal that in the aftermath of a heat wave, girls and women are more likely to marry, and to do so with men from poorer households and who have less education. The authors suggest that many families agree to less desirable marriage proposals and expedite the marriage of their daughters in response to extreme climate impacts.
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The authors show that demand side response (DSR) measures disproportionately affect the health and finances of vulnerable groups, with higher energy bills for elderly and disabled residents and worse health impacts for ethnic minorities and people with disabilities. The authors suggest that DSR design should carefully consider vulnerable groups and the injustices these groups face.


A study that shows that distributive outcomes inform monetary decisions to support climate policy. In an online choice experiment using a real donation mechanism, inequity aversion and general altruism both impacted policy preferences. Implications are that understanding preferences for distributive outcomes can help determine the appropriate level for carbon taxation and create messaging about climate policies that build support.


Through conjoint survey experiments, the authors show that connecting climate policy to other economic and social policies (e.g., affordable housing) increases public support for climate action, especially among people of color. Additionally, they find that clean electricity standards increase support for climate policy bundles. Bundling policies may be
an effective strategy for expanding climate coalitions.


A comprehensive qualitative review of research on people's perceptions of the fairness of carbon pricing, including their views on personal, distributional, and procedural aspects, and how such perceptions drive policy acceptance. Findings suggest that people are concerned about distributional impacts of carbon pricing policies on poorer households and have a lack of trust in governmental oversight and use of revenue. Policy recommendations for expanding acceptance of carbon pricing are provided.


Four studies show that gratitude, but not feelings of indebtedness, predicts feelings of responsibility to future generations. This feeling of intergenerational responsibility consequently predicts greater concern about climate change, pro-environmental intentions, and policy support. The authors argue that environmental interventions aiming to overcome temporal discounting may be more persuasive by employing gratitude-based frames.


The authors investigate how pro-environmental behavior may signal cooperativeness. People who act pro-environmentally are expected to be more cooperative, favored as interaction partners, and receive higher levels of cooperation from others. Although pro-environmental people reap these personal benefits, they are not any more cooperative than less pro-environmental people.
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One of the first large-scale, cross-national studies to explore the association between social dominance orientation (SDO) and climate mitigation behavior. The authors find that people higher in SDO are less likely to partake in pro-environmental actions but country-level factors influence this relationship: the relationship is stronger in societies with more inequality, less affluence and lower standard of living, and weaker environmental standards, which may afford more environmental exploitation by those who favor inequality.
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Using a combination of field and survey experiments, exploring responses to two common frames related to climate change risks, the authors show that climate messages can have divergent effects on attitudes and behavior. They find that messages conveying threats to personal health or food security can heighten people’s concern about climate change; yet reduce personal activism.


This article investigates intergenerational discounting, or the tendency to fulfill smaller benefits for the present self in lieu of larger benefits for future generations, in a climate change public goods game. Discounting lowered people's cooperation with future generations. However, activating a legacy motive diminished discounting, suggesting that legacy-promoting messaging may be an effective strategy to increase climate action.


The authors outline three propositions for implementing just climate adaptation. These propositions focus on the need to include vulnerable groups as full participants in decision
making, to acknowledge the causes of systemic injustice in adaptation framing, and to evaluate implementation incrementally. They propose a framework for assessing whether just adaptation is occurring.


Through surveys in both economically developed and developing countries, the authors explore lay perceptions of environmental, social, and economic sustainability. They identify a tension in perceptions between environmental and social sustainability and between these two types of sustainability and economic sustainability. Their findings provide insights into how to effectively communicate about different sustainable development goals and address perceived tradeoffs in these goals.
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A study that examines whether Americans’ lay perceptions of what is considered an “environmental” issue vary as a function of race, ethnicity, and social class. Racial/ethnic minorities and lower-income respondents viewed “human-oriented” issues like poverty and racism as more “environmental” compared to White and higher income respondents and environmental justice perceptions partially accounted for these differences.


The authors examine climate adaptation strategies among smallholder farmers in Kenya and their motivations for adopting these practices. While almost all of the farmers acknowledged how climate change may threaten their livelihoods, concerns about food and economic insecurity were stronger predictors of their adoption of such strategies compared to climate concerns. They suggest that climate perceptions may not necessarily drive climate adaptive behavior and that a greater understanding of what other risks motivate climate preparedness is critically needed.
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In a nationally representative survey experiment, the authors find that groups most vulnerable to climate change, including racial and ethnic minority and lower-income Americans, who indicate high levels of environmental concern, are paradoxically perceived as least concerned by a large segment of the US public. These perceptions were associated with widely shared stereotypes of environmentalists as White, middle class, and highly-educated, and, in an embedded randomized experiment, were sensitive to levels of diversity portrayed in environmental organizational messaging.


Five studies explore people's preferences for the allocation of environmental harms and benefits and reveal that people have lower preferences for increasing equality when allocating harms compared to benefits. The authors argue that this phenomenon may be the result of a tension between the perceived unfairness of the act of imposing harms and the fairness essential to the act of expanding equality. These findings suggest the possibility that environmental justice may be better received if framed in terms of
allocating benefits rather than harms.


Using real-world case studies of energy system transitions and adaptation to sea-level rise, the authors illustrate the value of adopting more deliberative and structured modes of decision making for climate risk management. This type of decision making involves the articulation of objectives, a thoughtful consideration of key trade-offs, deliberations on the alignment between priorities and various risk management options, and structure for the inclusion of stakeholders.


Footnotes

1 For instance, less affluent communities may show greater vulnerability because they lack the resources and/or infrastructure to mobilize resources (i.e., adaptive capacity [22]).

2 Additional inequities may emerge from technological (e.g., geoengineering [63]) and market-based (e.g., cap-and-trade [64]) approaches to climate mitigation that further burden or fail to benefit disadvantaged communities and poorer nations.

3 Whereas distributional justice is focused on the distribution of burdens and benefits across groups, procedural justice refers to equitable and inclusive decision-making procedures [14,48,50]. Although other types of justice, such as recognition justice – the acknowledgement of harm or exclusion from decision making – and restorative and retributive justice may also inform fairness judgments, here we focus on distributional and procedural justice, which comprise the bulk of empirical work, to date.

4 Although inclusive of procedural justice (e.g., processes that enhance the recognition and agency of vulnerable and marginalized communities), conceptualizing justice as a multidimensional process recognizes that justice is a dynamic state shaped by broader social forces that can fuel inequities in both procedures and outcomes [22]. These include social drivers of vulnerability (e.g., racism) that can also impede access to the benefits of climate solutions. Understanding how and when people respond to these and other barriers to justice remain key questions for psychological research.
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